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Press Release Summary: MevsInc, located online at 
mevsinc.com, recently launched their online insurance website 
to assist more customers in obtaining help with their insurance 
quotes. 

Press Release Body: Customers who use the MevsInc service are now 
able to complete a short application process 24-hours a day, 7 days a 
week in order to get the cheapest insurance quotes. 

Unlike other websites that use nationwide services to fill customer 
insurance requests, MevsInc.com aims to provide its users with results 
from insurance companies that the individual can meet with face-to-
face. 

Founder of the MevsInc.com, Grigoriy Anoshenko stated, "Unlike 
other services that provide a 1-800 phone number and a website for 
customers to contact, we provide a local address, a local phone 
number and even driving directions if they are needed." 

The decision to go online with the website has allowed 
the MevsInc company to extend its normal operation hours to 



accommodate clients that required services beyond the standard 9-5 
Eastern Standard Time operating hours. 

The MevsInc.com website covers most insurance types with auto 
insurance, life insurance, health insurance, and home insurance being 
at the forefront of their services. Users simply enter their zip code and 
fill in a short survey based on the type of insurance they are interested 
in purchasing. 

Auto insurance quotes are available on any vehicle type and rate 
comparisons are provided to make sure customers receive the best 
rates locally. In addition, all insurance types (auto, home, life and 
health) provide discounts that have been established through exclusive 
partnership programs between MevsInc.com and local representatives. 

The website includes a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section 
which points out not only the positives of insurance services but also 
the negatives. In addition, customers with questions are encouraged 
to contact the MevsInc customer service department for clarification of 
terms and offerings. 

In the end, it is the customer who wins, both by receiving excellent 
rates on insurance and by being able to invest their resources locally 
with insurance companies that share the common goals of success 
with the customer. 

For more information regarding MevsInc offerings, please visit their 
website. 

Web Site: http://www.mevsinc.com 

Contact Details: MevsInc is Powered by 
Orion Computer Services LLC 
World Trade Center Delaware 
702 West Street, Suite 101 
Wilmington, DE 19801 
email: support [at] mevsinc [dot] com 
tel: +1 (302) 353-4577 

 


